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Best Practices in Flight Line Equipment Tracking
AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE INDUSTRY
When hundreds or thousands of flight line assets are spread across hundreds of acres, searching for
equipment and trying to determine its status consumes massive amounts of manpower. Doing so manually
is not just difficult; it’s challenging, and nearly impossible to do it effectively.
Workers are sent on unproductive missions to locate specific equipment to determine its status, taking them
away from their primary responsibilities — increasing asset downtime and operational costs. Even then,
some assets still remain unaccounted for, requiring costly investigations.
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Too often, Aerospace and Defense operations
are also forced to move equipment to central
locations for maintenance and repair, delaying
usage and increasing the risk of accidents.
Finally, lack of centralized data about
equipment, such as historical information,
forces managers to make decisions on capital
investments with only partial information.
All of this takes away from team productivity
and mission effectiveness. Yet, innovative
technology now makes it possible to automate
tracking of flight-line equipment.

Real-Time Asset
Management Solutions
Zebra® Technologies provides Real-time
Personnel and Asset Visibility and Management
Solutions to optimize the flow of goods in your
complex logistical operations. Real Time
Locating Systems (RTLS) from Zebra Technologies
empower commercial and military flight line
operators to monitor assets in real-time
across hundreds of acres.
Using RTLS technology gives specialized teams
complete visibility of the physical location and
current status of equipment. RTLS eliminates the
need to spend considerable manpower searching
for equipment. Instead, the technology enables
teams to move ahead with usage or maintenance,
and make informed decisions.
By automating the tracking of flight line
equipment, you reduce the manpower required
to maintain and update status, lower equipment
costs and improve mission effectiveness.
RTLS immediately enhances all aspects of your
operations from improving team efficiency to
shortening maintenance downtime to preventing
property loss.

Equipment Location Visibility

searching. Radio frequency (RFID) technology all
but eliminates the need for onsite and manual
checking. Instead, you can view the location and
status of an asset on screen.
With RTLS, you keep team members on valuable
tasks, allowing them to focus on core activities
thus increasing your operational efficiency.
Additionally, teams can respond more rapidly
to user requests, expedite maintenance and
reduce missing items.

Zebra Technologies solution allows you to
always know the location and status of flight
line equipment without the typical manual
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Reduce Equipment Movement

Shorten Maintenance Downtime

Centralized visibility minimizes the need
for equipment relocation. Instead of moving
equipment to central locations, you can leave
it closer to the point of use. By reducing travel
time to the flight line, you decrease the time
from request to operational use. Additionally,
that prevents unnecessary road miles on
equipment and decreases the potential
for accidents.

Too often, teams take equipment off the line
to “pre-stage” for required maintenance. However,
RTLS provides current and historical views
of equipment maintenance records — allowing
you to decrease equipment downtime and
increase equipment utilization.

Prevent and Recover Lost Property
Avoid expensive investigations and legal
processes involved in searching for lost
equipment. With real-time, online auditing
of assets, you can find equipment without
requiring a formal process or shortcut the
time involved in a formal investigation.
If equipment leaves a defined area, RTLS can
automatically alert the team. In recovering
property, investigators have detailed historical
records of when and where the asset was last
located — information that expedites resolution
and provides an audit trail for financial liability.

RTLS enables teams to make informed decisions
about elective maintenance procedures and
equipment dispatch, including scheduling during
off-peak times and balancing wear across the fleet.

With RTLS,
you keep team
members
on valuable
tasks, allowing
them to
focus on core
activities thus
increasing your
operational
efficiency.

Make Informed Decisions
A historical view of equipment provides insight
into valuable data such as when certain
classes of equipment were fully in use and
which were underutilized — informing future
capital investments.

Increase Mission Effectiveness
A real-time view with RTLS keeps team members
on task, instead of searching, and allows them
to maximize use of equipment at all times. As
a result, aerospace and defense organizations
enhance overall mission effectiveness.
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Return on Investment Opportunities:
Real Time Locating Systems
Benefit

ROI Opportunity

Equipment Management Efficiency

• Reduce hour searching for equipment
• Fewer missing items requiring searches
• Faster response to user requests

Reduced Equipment Movement

• Less time from request to operational use
• Reduced road miles for equipment
• Minimized accident exposure

Minimized Equipment Loss

• Fewer investigations into lost property
• Faster recovery of property
• Audit trail to support financial liability

Maintenance Uptime

• Reduced time “pre-staging” equipment
• Preventing optional maintenance
• More evenly distributed usage and improved loading

More Informed Investments

• Reduced capitol costs by investing when necessary

Mission Effectiveness

• Reduced delays due to unavailable equipment

For more information about Zebra’s solutions, visit www.zebra.com
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